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"GEORGIA: THE MIXTURE OF 
MODERN, HISTORICAL, 

ADVENTURES, AND NATURAL 
PLACES"

Imagine yourself in a country where you can 
experience the natural beauty, a place where you 

can play with the snow, a place where you can 
explore the historical structures, and a place 

where you can see modern urbanization. 
 

You must be thinking, “How can I enjoy everything 
in a single place?” 

 
Yes, you can enjoy everything in a single place! 

 
Georgia is a country that is located in Western 

Asia. The territory of this country is 69,700 square 
kilometres. Tbilisi is the capital of Georgia, and it 

is famous for its historical foundation.  
 

If you are planning to visit a place where you can 
enjoy both nature and urban then Georgia should 

be your first choice.  



"WHY GEORGIA?"

Georgia has some of the most attractive places 
like: 

Tbilisi: In Tbilisi, you can explore historical places 
like Jvari, Svetitshoveli Cathedral, Samtavro 
Monastery and many more, which will give you 
feeling of historical cultures and traditions. 

Borjomi: This town is usually famous for its 
natural beauty. The famous Borjomi national park 
has been located over there. You can enjoy big 
mountains, forest, and river in that region. 
   
Bakuriani: Bakuriani is located in Borjomi district 
where you can do skiing and other activities in the 
snow. Since this place is completely covered with 
the snow. 

There are many more existing places in Georgia 
that you can only experience after visiting them. 



Chemistry travels is providing you with various 
winter tour packages: 

- 5 Days and 4 Nights Winter Tour Package: 900$ 

- 7 Days and 6 Nights Winter Tour Package: 1100$ 

- 3 Days Special Tour Package: 220$ (special 
weekend offer, only available till 29 December) 

HOW TO PLAN YOUR 
GEORGIA TRIP?

To take advantage of this remarkable
opportunity, simply contact us or visit our 

website to book our packages: 

Click here to book 
our package today
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